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Let X be a metric space. A family H of continuous functions of several variables 
of X with values in X is said to be generating if: whenever A c C(K, X) separates 
points and H operates on A, then A is dense in C(K, X). (For example, the family 
H= {x+ y; .q, constants} in C(R2. R) is generating (for R) by the Stone- 
Weierstrass theorem.) We identify metric spaces which admit generating families 
(not all do), and among those, we search for spaces X that admit generating 
families in C(X’, X)-such as R. (This may be considered a topological version of 
Hilbert’s 13th problem.) Once we know this, we try to identify some (small) 
generating families in C(X2, X). (This is done in particular when X= R.) 4s a fringe 
benefit we obtain a “topological” proof of the Stone-Weierstrass theorem. ;E 1990 
.4cademic Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
We take the classical Stone-Weierstrass theorem as a starting point for 
our discussion. It says that if A is a subalgebra of a real C(K) space which 
separates the points of K and contains the constants then A is dense in 
C(K). The following reformulation of this theorem is more suitable for our 
purpose. 
STONE-WEIERSTRASS THEOREM. Let A be a subset of a C(K) space which 
separates tke points of K. If the functions x-t- y, XJ* and the constant jiinc- 
tions operate on A then A is dense in C(K). 
The following definition is included in the above theorem. 
DEFINITION. Let X be a topological space, let A c C(K, X), and let 
hEC(J?,X). h operates on .4 iffor {ffjfETcA? h({f,},..)EA. 
Thus, the general scheme of the theorem is the following. For some 
metric space X (namely X= R = the real line) there exists a subfamily H of 
U n2.1 C(Xn, X) (namely H= (.a+ 1: XJ:, constants)) with the following 
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property: if H operates on some A c C(K, X) which separates points, then 
A is dense in C(K: X). Moreover, H is actually a subfamily of C(X’: X). 
Renzark. A constant function in C(X, X) operates on .4 c C(K, X) if 
and only if that constant is an element of A. We prefer to consider the 
constants as operators on A rather than as elements of -4. 
In this work we consider three problems: 
I. For which metric spaces X do there exist subfamilies H of 
c,! z I C(Xn. X) as above? 
2. If, for some metric space X, such families H exist, when can they 
be chosen in C(X2, X)? (We see later that no s~ich H can be a subset of 
c-(X, X).) 
3. Assuming that C(X2: X) itself is such a family, what specia! 
property must a proper subfamily H of C(X”, X) have in order to satisfy 
the above; and, in particular, which subfamilies H of C(R’, R) do the job? 
The problems are studied in the following sections, but first, we present 
some definitions and notation and mention some of rhe results. 
All topological spaces in this work are assumed to be Hausdorff spaces. 
K always stands for a compact space. If (X, d) is a metric space and Y is 
a Hausdorff space then C( Y, X) is the space of continuous X-l:ai:ued 
functions on Y with the topology of uniform convergence on compact 
subsets of Y. A c C( Y, X) separates points if, for :i’! i 3~~ in Y, Jf( y;; #f(~*,j 
fgor SOme r J E A. H c C(X’. X) operates on A if each h E H cperates on A. 
DEFNTIOS. (i) A subfamily H of iJ, z I C(X’: Xj is said to be 2 
generating family if the following holds: for every compact K and every 
A c UK. X) which separates points, if H operates on A then k is dense in 
C(K. X;. 
,..\ 
(1~; A metric space X is in Class 1 if a, a I C(Xn, X) is a generatmg 
family. 
(iii) A metric space X is in Class 2 if C(XTj X) is a generating farnil?. 
Now we can state our problems more precisely: 
Pwblem 1. Identify the metric spaces in Class 1 
Problem 2. Among the members of Class 1: find those in Class 2. 
Problem 3, For X in Class 2, find the generating families H c C(X”, X). 
In Section 1 we show that absolute retracts (AR) and zero-dimensional 
metric spaces are in Class 1. Note that by this fact the Stone-Weierstrass 
theorem follows easily from the Weierstrass theorem. Indeed, since ‘5:~ the 
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Tietze theorem, R is an AR, it is in Class 1. If A c C(K) = C(K, R) is a 
closed algebra which contains the constants, then each polynomial in 
C(R”, R) = C(R”) operates on A and: by the Weierstrass theorem, C(R”) 
operates on A. It follows that if A separates points, then A = C(K). (This 
proof applies the Weierstrass theorem in every finite dimension and thus 
can hardly be considered “simpler” than the classical proof which uses only 
the approximation of (XI by polynomials on compact intervals. Still it 
provides us with a different viewpoint and indicates that the Stone- 
Weierstrass theorem is built out of two main ingredients: analytic (namely 
the Weierstrass theorem) and topological (the fact that R is in Class l).) 
The n-dimensional spheres S, (n > 1) are simple examples of spaces not 
in Class 1. (Let A c C(S,, S,,) consist of the null-homotopic elements. A is 
closed, separates points, and C((S,,)k, S,) operates on A for every k 2 1.) In 
Section 1 we also present examples of spaces in Class 1 which are neither 
ARs nor zero-dimensional. 
In Section 2 we make some observations with respect to Problem 2 
which can be regarded as a generalized topological version of Hilbert’s 13th 
problem. The only useful information we have on Class 2 is that it contains 
all Banach spaces and some zero-dimensional spaces. Problem 3, which is 
considered in Section 3, is of an analytic nature. We show, among other 
things, that for every non-linear polynomial p(x) in C(R)? the family H= 
(f(X: j') = p(X) - j:, constants} is a generating family (for R), while the 
family H, = { -x2 +- y, constants > is not a generating family. Thus, -HO = 
{? - y, constants > is generating, while HO is not. We also characterize all 
g(~) E C’(R) so that H = (g(x) - y, constants} is generating. 
1. PROBLEM 1 
To study Class 1: it is convenient to introduce another class, Class l*, 
which: as we see later, is contained in Class 1 and whose members can be 
identified more easily. 
DEFINTION. A metric space X is in Class 1* if the following holds: For 
every compact K and every subset A of C(K, X) which separates points, if 
for every power T, C(X’, X) operates on A, then A = C(K, X). 
Note that in this definition we assume more (namely that C(Xr, X) 
operates on A for every T and not just for finite T) and require more (that 
A = C(K, X)) than in the definition of Class 1. 
DEFINITIONS. Let T be a set of indices, and let {X,, t E T > and X be 
metric spaces. 
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(i) Let T’ be a subset of T, and let fe C(n,,.Xi. X). fis said to 
depend only on the variables of T’ iff(xi = gq P(x), where P: nlE T Xr + 
n,, I X, is the canonical projection and g E C(pl,, r Xc: X). 
(ii) For a positive integer ?I, CII(JJrE7XXIT X)= (~EC(~,~~X~; Xf: 
f depends on some subset T’ of T with cardinality !: 1. 
(iii) CF(niErXr, X) = U,z21 C,inf,tTX,, X!= (f~Ci\~~,~~~~~,: *I Y “i: 
f depends on some finite T’ c T 1. 
PRM$ Let d be the metric function on X, let E > 0, letfE C(.n,, r X,, X), 
and iet KcflZ,,= X, be compact. We must show that there is so-me 
kEC,CnrET X,, X) so that d(f(b~): g(rt’)) < E for every it’ in K. Let k E K. 
Let Bk=3(f(kjt &:2)= (s~X:d(x,f(k))<~~2).f~‘(3~! is an open subset 
ot II,, 7 X, which contains k. By the definition of the product topology 
there exists an open subset V, of fl,, :X, of the form Vi, = z,= ?, YJ,k x 
n,, r,,7k X,, where Tk is a finite subset of T and J,., is an open subset of 
X,, ? E T,, so that k E V, ~f-~l(B~). By the compactness of t=, there exists 
a finite subset K’ of K so that ( Vk]J->k t K,covers K. Set T’ = U { T, : ,f: f A<; j 
Then T’ is finite. For I E T!T’ let J:[ be some fixed (but otherwise arbi:rary; 
point in XI. Let g: JJ,, T. X, -+ X be defined by g(nl, T, s,) =.f(n,. r. 2:: x 
ET_:, I,j:I). Let hi CF(nrtT X,, X) be defined by I = g!:P,:): where 
P:nlrErX’, + nrf.. X, is the canonical projectron. We claim that ,t? does 
the job. Indeed, !et it’ E K. Thus \I’ E V, for some k E K’. Then both 9: i:‘) and 
h(wj are in Bk. Forf( x) this is trivial since Vk CJ ‘p!(3k). Let ;,.‘E~~~~X. 
be defined by Pu’ = Pw, and for ! E T’,., T’, P,w’ = J‘[ (where 3,: n,, T XI ---)- 
Xl is the canonical projection). Then 1~’ is also in Vk (since 5~’ differs 
from 11: only in the coordinates of T’,,,T’) while V, depecds only on the 
coordinates of Tk c T’. Also, iz(,ti) = g(Px) = g(Pk) =.f(;<.‘) b>- the 
definition of g. Thus h(rc)~f’-~(V~jc 3,. It follows that d(f(;i:). h(:: i)< 
d(f($!‘j.f(k)) + d(Jf(R)T h(til)j <&. i 
Pro@ Let (fr> 18 T c A and E > Cl be given. Define f: K -+ X’ by 
(f(kj)i=fz(kj. Set S=f(K)c XT. For !ZE K: set Bk=B(h(f(k)), i~j=X. 
Then k’(3,) is open in X’ and contains s = 7t.k j. Hence there exists a ,‘:‘ 
basic neighbourhood Vk of -f(k) in X’ so that V,< c 5 - ‘(3,) is of the km 
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with Tk c T finite. Set U;, = n,, rk B(f,(k), i8r,k) x XT, ‘k. Then 
f(k)E UkC V,ch-‘(B,). 
By the compactness of S there exists a finite subset K’ of K so that 
{ Uk} k E K, covers S. 
Set 6=min(6,,:kEK’, ~~7~1. 6 is positive. For each te T, let g,EA so 
that for every kE K. d(g,(k), f,(k)) < $5. Such g,‘s exist since f, E A, t E T. 
Define g: K + X’ by (g(k)), = g,(k). Let w E K. Then for) E S, so f(~) E C’, 
for some k E K’. It follows then that g(t1.j is in V, c h-‘(B,). So, both 
h(f(~)) and h(g(!c)) are in Bkz and it follows that d(h(f(t~)): h(g(,v))) <E 
for all w E K. As h operates on ,4, h sg~ A, and thus, since E is arbitrary, 
h of E ,;I and we are done. 1 
LEMMA 3. Let D c C(XT, X) and A c C(K. X). If D operates on A then 
4 operates on A. 
Proof: Let h E d and (.f, > fE T c A be given. Let f: K -+ XT be defined by 
(f(k)),=f,(k). Set S=f(K)cX? Let (h,),,,cD be a sequence which 
converges to h uniformly on compact subsets of XT? and in particular on 
S. Then by Lemma 2, h, = f E 2 and h, c f converges to h : f uniformly on 
K. Hence 12 cf is in d and the lemma follows. 1 
THEOREM 1. Class 1 contains Class 1 *. 
Proqf: Let X be in Class 1”. Let A c C(K. X) separate points, and 
assume that for all n, C(Y) X) operates on A. This clearly implies that for 
every power T. C,(XT, X) operates on A. (The two statements are actually 
equivalent.) It follows from Lemma 3 that the closure of C,(XTZ X) in 
C(X’, X) operates on A. So, by Lemma 1: C(XT, X) operates on AZ and 
since X is in Class 1* , .? = C(K, X), i.e., X is in Class 1. 1 
The following theorem characterizes the elements of Class l*. 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a metric space. Then X is in Class 1* if and only 
if the following holds: 
(*) For every power T and-for every compact subset S of XT, etlery 
function f E C(S, X) is continuously extendable over XT. 
COROLLARIES. (i) Every absolute retract is in Class l*. 
(ii) Every zero-dimensional metric space is in Class l*. 
(iii) If X is in CIass 1 * and X contains a copy of [0, 11 (or, equiv- 
alently, if X contains any other absolute retract) then for every normal space 
1’ and eaery compact subset S of Y, ever]. f in C(S, X) is extendable over Y. 
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h-2 particular if X is a compact element of Class I * ,~,hich corEaim a copy qf 
[O, l j then X is an absolute retract. 
Proof of Corollaries. (i) is trivial and (ii) fc!lows from [Kur: 
p. 333 (vi)]. For (iii), let X be in Class l*. If S is a compact subset of a 
normal space Y: set A = (f E C(& X), f is extendable over Y>. It is easy to 
check (see Proof of Theorem 2) that for every r, C(X5 X) operates on A. 
Also: if X contains [0, l] then the [O. 1 ]-valued demerits of C(S, X) are in 
A and separate the points of S. It follows that A = CiS, X). 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let X be in Class 1%. Let Kc Xi be compact. Set 
A = (f~ C(K. X):f is extendable over X’). 
Then for every t E T the restriction q1 = P,/K: where Bi: X’+ X, is rhe 
canonical projection, is obviously in A, and since Cqi:le r separate the 
points of K, so does A. Also. for every set D of indices, C(X”. X) operates 
on A. Indeed, if (f6jbEDcA, let {F61dED be their extensions to X’, Then 
for every !7 in C(XD, X), I : ‘F-} -_ r 1 b d,Ii is an extension of h-(f,j,EG. so 
L I ‘. : tt r ~~~~~~~~ is in A. As X is in Class l*, 4 = CjX’, X), so X satisfies (*;. _ 
Conversely, let X satisfy (*). Let A c C(K, X) be a subset that separates 
the points of K- and assume that for every T, CjX’. X) operates oc -4. 
Define $I: K-+X” by (+(k)),.=f(k), f E A, As il separates points, $: is 
one-to-one and, by compactness of K, $ is a homeomorphism of K onto 
S = $(K) c Xl. Let g E C(K, X). Then g c $ ~’ E C(S, Xj. Since X satisEes 
(* j, g’ $-’ is extendable to a function h E C( X”: X). As C{X”, X) operates 
on A: h = (f&,f = h:$EA, But for kgK> $jk)~S, 5: 
g 2 $ ~ ’ : G(k) = g(k). Thus g E A, i.e., .4 = C(K: Xj. and we are done. 
The following is an example of metric spaces in Class 1 bur not in 
Class !*. 
EXAMPLE. Let X0= ((t:sin l;t):O<;Gl] and let X,zsXc8,zR’ be 
any set which lies between X0 and its closure in R’. We claim that X is in 
Class 1 but not in Class 1 *. The fact that X is not in Class I * follows from 
Corollary (iii), since X contains a copy of [O, I ] in X,: and ii a E XG and 
b E X’>,X,, then the function f: (0, i > -+ X so that f(0) = pi and $1) = 5 is 
not extendable over [0, 11. 
The fact that X is in Class 1 follows from the next more general lemma. 
LESXM.4 4. Let (X, d) be a metric space. Let X0 c X be a?7 AR so that 
for et:erJ E > 0 there exists a continuous mappiq r, : X+ X, SC-? t&t 
a’!(x: r,x) < E for ecery x in X. Then X is in Claiss 1. 
Remarks. (i) The condition clearly implies that Xc is dense IG X. 
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(ii) Note that r, need not be a retraction. 
(iii) In our example X0 is homeomorphic to (0, 1 ] and hence is an 
AR. Also, given E > 0, ra can be constructed as follows: let n be so large that 
$7c(4n - 3) > 1;~: and let r, be the retraction of x onto X7,, = {(t, sin l/t): 
2/7r(4n - 1) < t < 1 } obtained by moving a point x E x\X, parallel to the 
x-axis until it meets X,,. One checks easily that d(x, t-,x) < E for all x in x 
Proof of Lemma 4. Let A c C(K. X) separate points and assume that 
for all n 2 1, C(Xn, X) operates on A. We must show that ,4 is dense in 
C( K, X). Identify C( K, X,,) with (YE C( K: X), f(K) c X0} and set A, = 
A n C(K, X0). C(K, X0) is dense in C(K, X) since, for f in C(K, X), 
r, : f E C(K, X0) and d(f(k), r,f(k)) <E. W e complete the proof by showing 
that A, is dense in C(K, X,,). A,, separates points since, iffE A distinguishes 
between two points in K. then so does r, of for sufficiently small E > 0, and, 
as r, E C(X, X) which operates on A, r, USE A n C( K, X0) = A,,. We claim 
that C(X;, X0) operates on A,,. Indeed, let h E C(X;S, X0) and let 
(fi>;= lcA,. Set Y=lJ~=lfi(K)cXO. Let HEC(X”, X,)cC(X”, X) be 
an extension of h/Y”: Y” -+ X0. (H exists since X0 is an AR and Y is 
compact.) Then g = H(f,, fi, . . ..fn) E A since C(X”, X) operates on A, and 
gE .4, as g(K) c H(x”) c X0. Also, for k E KT (f,(k), . . ..f.,(k)) E Y” and on 
Y”: H agrees with k, so g = k(f,, . . ..f.,) E A,-,. Recall that by Theorem 1 and 
Corollary (i), X,, is in Class 1. Hence A40 is dense in C(K, X,,) and we are 
done. 1 
2. PROBLEM 2 
Let X be a metric space and let y1 be a positive integer. In C(X”, X) 
consider the coqosition operation which assigns to every (n + I)-tuple h, 
fi,f2, . . . . fn of elements of C(Xn, X) another element h(f,: . . ..f.) in 
C(T) X). 
DEFINITION. Let H be a subset of C(Xn, X). Then camp H denotes the 
smallest subset of C(X”, X) which contains H and is invariant under the 
composition operation. camp H is the closure of camp H. Clearly 
cow H= l,Jkso H,, where H, = H, and H, + 1 consists of compositions of 
elements of Hk. Hilbert’s 13th problem contains the conjecture that 
camp C2(R3, R) # C(R3, R). (See Definition (ii).) This has been refuted by 
Arnold [A] and Kolmogorov [Kol]. Kolmogorov’s result is surprisingly 
strong. It shows in particular that for each n 2 2, 
comp(C,(R”, R) u (x+ ,I>) = C(R”, R) 
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(where x + J’ is the addition function in C,t,R”, R).) See [Stl] for a survey 
of related results. 
DEZXITION Class 3 consists of the metric spaces X such :hat 
CE5@ C2(X”, X) = C(P. X) for every n 2 3. 
From Kolmogorov’s theorem it follows that R is in Class 3. However, as 
the polynomials in C(R”) are in camp C,(R”. R), the Weierstrass theorem 
implies this as well. Malcev [M] proved that for every pair (11, k) of non- 
negative integers, X= I” x (S,)k satisfies the fol!owing Koimogorov type 
result (r is the intervai CO: 1 ] and S, the i-sphere): There exists some h 
in c;x*, X) so that comp( C1(Xnf, X) v {‘2 1) = C(Y!: X), ~7 3 2. Thus, 
I” x (.S,)/’ are in Class 3 for all IZ and k. From the results of [St-WI and 
rSt2] it follows that everv Banach space is in Ciass 3. t 
Gadzhiev proved in [Gl] that camp C,((S,jj, Sj) = C((S,‘j3, S?), where 
S; is the 3-sphere; however: in [G23 he showed that camp C,(~(S,j”, S,; 
differs from C((S,)“, Sj), and it seems that his argument shows that 5, is 
not in Class 3. 
Our interest in Class 3 results from the foliowing theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Class 2 consists of the intersectiorz qf Ciassrs L rend 3. 
ProoJfI Let X be in Class 2. Then X is in Class ! and C(X’, X) is a 
generating family. Set A = camp C’JY, X). Then k c C(xl, X) separates 
the points of X” and obviously C(X’, X) operates on A. As CiX”, Xj is 
generating, A must be dense, and thus X is in Class 3. Note that by defini- 
tion the operation of a generating famiiy implies density when A c C(,Y: X) 
with K compact. We applied this here for A c C(Xn: Xl, where X’! may fan 
to be compact. But this is still valid since the topology in C(Y, X) is that 
of uniform convergence on compacts. Conversely, assume that X is in both 
Classes 1 and 3. Let A c C(K, X) separate points, and let C(X’, X) operate 
on A. Then, for each n, camp C,(x”. Xi operates on A. By Lemma 3, 
El@ C,(x”, X) operates on A. Thus A is dense in C(K, Xj and X is in 
Class 2. [ 
It seems as though Class 3 contains Class 1. By Theorem 3 this wouid 
imply that Classes 1 and 2 agree. We leave this as an open questio::. 
Qzcesrion 1. Does Class 3 contain Ciass I? 
Question 2. Does Class 3 contain Class I*? 
Qws!ion 3. Does Class 3 contain ai! AR’s and all zero-dimensiona: 
spaces? 
For zero-dimensional spaces we have the foliowing partial result. 
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THEOREM 4. Let X be a finite dimensional compact metric space. If X” 
is homeomorphic to a subset of X, then for all n > 2: camp C2(Xn, X) = 
C(X”, X), and in particular X is in Class 3, and hence in Class 2. 
ProoJ: Let h be a homeomorphism of X’ into X. Define 11,: X” + X 
by hz=h, h,,+l(xl,xz,...,x,+l)=h(h,(xl, . . ..x.): x,+~). 11,~ is then in 
camp CZ(X”, X) and is a homeomorphism. Note that if dim X2 1, then 
dim X’>dim X+ 1. (See [E, p. 98, 1.9.E(b)]). Hence dim X=0. Thus, 
by [Kur, p. 333: (vi)], 1~;‘: Izn(Xn) + X” is extendable to a mapping 
H,, : X --+ X”. Let f E C(Xn, X). Define t E C( X, X) by T(X) = f (H,(x)). Then 
for WEX)’ 
As r E Cr(X”, X) it follows that f E camp C,(X”, X). 1 
3. PROBLEM 3 
In this section we consider generating families Hc C(X’, X), where X is 
in Class 2. Since, aside from some zero-dimensional spaces, the only 
members of Class 2 we know of are Banach spaces, we concentrate on 
those, and in particular on the most interesting case, X= R. Still in the 
general frame we have the following characterization of generating families. 
THEOREM 5. Let X be in Class 2. A sLlbset H of C(X’, X) is generating 
if and only if ‘Gii@{ H u (x} u {J > > = C(X’, X), where x is the projection 
h(x, y) =x and y is the projection g(x, y) = y. 
ProoJ: Let H operate on a subset A of C(K, X) which separate points. 
Then clearly comp( H u (x> u {v} } also operates on A, and by Lemma 3, 
m{Hu (x} u {J:>} operates on 2. Thus, if EiiQ{Hu {x} u (y>} = 
C(X2, X), then A is dense in C(K: X) since X is in Class 2. Concersely, A = 
comp{H u {x) u { JI) > c C(X2, X) separates points, and H operates on A. 
Thus, if H is generating, then A must be dense. and w-e are done. 1 
DEFINITIONS. Let Hc C(X*, X). 
1. E(H)=comp(Hu (X}U {,:}>. 
2. Let Z: X + Y be a homeomorphism of X onto Y. For h E C(X”, X), 
let h* = z/z~-’ E C( Y*, Y) be defined by 
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and for Hc C(XzI X), 
PROPOSITION I. Let X be in Class 2 and iel 7: X+ Y he a hornec- 
morphism. Then H c C(,X’. -X) is generating $ ami o&y if H* c C( Y’. ?z’j ix 
ger?erating. 
Prw$ One checks easily that h’c (f*: g*) = (h = (,f; g))*. Hmx 
(E(H))* = E(H*). Thus, H is generating if? E(H) is dense in C(X”, X). iE 
(E(H))* i s dense in C( Y’: Y): and iff H* is generating. 
From now on we restrict the discussion to real Banach spaces Let X be 
a Banach space. Let x + y. x - y, tx denote the functions ~f(s, yj = x + J‘: 
g(x, y) =x - 2’: and h(s) = tx (t E R), respectively. Let C!(Xn, X) denote 
the continuously differentiable lements of C(x)2, X). Let also 
5. W.(X) = (;r E C(X. X): (.y - 1’: ix1 t E R, constants, h j 
is a generating family j 
and 
D(X)= (hEC(X. X): {.x- . J. constants, .!1 j is generating). 
Note that D(X) c S.W.(X) and that the Stone-Weierstrasse theorem says 
that h!x) = x1 is in S. W.(R). 
The famihes S.W.(X) and D(X) were studied in [St-W] and [SZj? 
respectively. In particular it is proved in [St-W] that for every Ban.ach 
space X: S.W.(X) is dense in X; that S. We consists of the non-&me 
functions of C(R); and the elements of S. W.(R”) are identified exp!icit$. 
Similar results are obtained in [St21 for D(X) r\ C1(X3 X). 
In particular it follows from those rest&s that f E D(R) A C ‘CR) if zr,d 
only if f is non-affine: and no proper closed subgroup G of R is a 
generalized period of f: (G is a generalized period of ,f if for x, ,I‘ E R: 
s - 5’ E G implies that f(x) - j( 1~) EG. If G = aZ, ci > 0, this is quit-alent to 
the identity f(x + a) =f(x) +f(a) -f(o) for ah :. CF R. See [StZ].) Thus 
every non-linear polynomial and every exponential epi ‘!. An a polynomial, 
are in D(R), 
THEOREM 6. Let X be a Banach space. Letf~ C;;Y: X), ad let h(x. j.) = 
f(s j - J E C( X2, X). Then H = { h(x, J): comtmts j. fs genera:l?zg if and SE$. 
$-/cs E D(Xj. 
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ProoJ Clearly, 
comp{f(x) - y, constants, x, y} 
c comp{x - y,f(x), constants, x, JJ}. 
If H is generating then, by Theorem 5: comp{f(x) - J: constants, x, J} is 
dense in C(X’, X), and thus comp(x - ~:,f(x), constants, x, 4’) is also 
dense there. By Theorem 5 again, f ED(X). Let f ED(X). We must show 
that E = comp(f(x) - J ), constants, x, J’} is dense in C(X*, X). We use the 
terminology and notation of [St2]. 
(1) Iff E D(X) then the closed udditiue subgroup G of X generated by the 
range off is the whole of X. 
ProoJ G is a generalized period of f; indeed, for x3 -V in 1, 
f(x) -f(y) E G, and in particular for x, y in G. Thus, if G = (0) then f is 
constant, and since it is not a constant, G must be X. 
(2) Let n,, n2, . . . . nk be integers. If Cf’=, ni is ecen then for ez;ery 
t,, 12: . ..$ t, in X: IT=‘=, n,f(t,)+yEE, and ifCf==, ni is odd then for ecery 
t,: . ..) tk in X, C%, nif(tij-,:EE. 
ProoJ: By induction on xf=‘=, l?zij =m. If FFI= 1, then ~zr = k= 1 and, as 
f(x) - y E E, we apply the substitution x = t (recall that E contains the 
constants) and obtain f(t) - y E E. Assume (2) for xf= r Ini 1 < m, and let 
Cf= r !nj 1 = m. Let FPZ be even (the other case is similar). Then m - 1 is odd. 
By subtracting 1 from one of the n,‘s, n,, say, we obtain that 
-((~~-l)f(t~)+~~=~n~f(t~))-y~E. Asf(x)-):EE we may substitute 
the above for J’ inf(x)-y and conclude that f(x)-(-((n,- l)f(tl)+ 
Cfz2nif(ti))-y)~E. Set x=t, and obtain ~~=lnn,f(t,)+y~E. 
(3) For every x in GT zfy~$ andby (1), t-yEEfor aN tEX, andin 
particular, - y E i? 
Proof: {Cf= 1 niJ’(ti), njE 2, t,E X) is dense in G. 
Set B = {c E C(X, X) : c(x) - y E E}. 
(4) B c E since L: E B implies c(s) - y E i? and set JF = 0. 
(5) B contains the constants (64’ (3)) and in particular OE B. 
(6) B is a group. 
Proof: Let II, c E B. Then E(X) - J, u(x) - y are in j!?. Hence (set 
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j’ := c(x) - j!): u(x) - (G(S) - j.) = u(x) - c(x) f )‘E E As - j‘E z=> 31(x) - 
v(x)-,:EE, i.e., u(.Y) - E(A) E B. 
(7) .f operates on B. 
(8) .feB (sincef(x)-j.EE). 
(9) Let c E B and a E X; then c( -x) and c(x + a) are i.~ B. 
Proof. g(x, y) = c(x) - J E E, and by (3), --I 2nd j: 2re in E. Hence 
g(--.u,j.)=c(-x)--GE SC c(-x)EB. By (3): afj,EE so by substilt;- 
tion. J’ := 5, a f x E E. In g(.u, J) = C(X) - J replace x by x + u” and obfain 
c(x + a) - y E I?. SO C(.Y i a) E B. 
Set L= fll,GB ~~‘(0) = {aEX:L:(a)=C(O) 5x 23~~3;. 
( 10) L is a closed subgroup oJr X. 
Pro@ Clearly 0 E L and, by (9), a E L implies that -a E L. Let a, 3 E L. 
We show that r(O) = c(a+ b). i.e., a $ b E L. Let L’ E B. By (9). u(s~ = 
L(s+~)E B. Hence, as bE L, u(O)=~.(b)= c(O), and since SE L, u(C)= 
Ir(aj= c(a+b), So c(O)=c(a+ b). 
(11) Let CEB, aEL. andeEX. Then c(e+a)=~(e)+~~:ta)-v(O). 
Prooj/: Set u(x) = G(X + ej - L.(X). u E B by (0) and (9). Thus, L?S s E L: 
u(0) = u(a), i.e., z;(e) - c(O) = c(a + e) - c(aj. 
(;z) Let g E i? be u ,function of x only so rhat g(0) = 0. Then g(L) c L. 
Proqf: Let ~1’ EL. Set z = g(+v). We must show that z E I,, i.e., C(Z) = r[r! i 
fcr ali 6‘~ B. Let CE B. Then u(x)= u(~(x))E B. Ss u(:v) = u(Oj: i.e.. 
c(gin)) = z(g(O)), and as g(0) = 0, c(z) = t:(O), 
(13 i L is a generalized period for ecery element oj? B 
Proof. We must show- that for x,y E X, .Y- J EL implies that g(x) - 
g(~‘) E L for g E B. Note first that we may assume g(0) = 0: since if g E B 
then g(x) = g(x) - g(0) E B and g(x) - g(y) = g(x) - g(r’). So, let x - $3 = 
KEL and gEB with g(O)=0 be given. By ill)? 
g(X) = g(j, + Ii,) = g( j') + g(:!:) - g(0) = g(y) + g(tij. 
Henceg(.~j-g(E,)=g(~~)Eg(L)cL by (12) 
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(14) B separates the points of X. 
ProoJ: f E B and L is a generalized period off: As fed, L must be 
trivial, i.e., L = (0). Let a, b E X and assume that c(a) = u(b) for all UE B. 
As t:(x - a) E B whenever u E B, a(O) = z;(b - a) for all t’ E B. Hence b-a E L. 
So b - a = 0, i.e., a = b. 
Proof of the Theorem (Concluded). B is a closed subgroup of C(X, X) 
which separates points and contains the constants, and j‘ operates on B. 
As .~ED(X), B= C(X, X). Hence the identity function x is in B, and the 
function x - y is in i?. Hence (x - r,A constants} operates on ,!? and as 
j-ED(X): E= C(X2, A-). 1 
It follows from Theorem 6 that for every non-linear polynomial p(x), 
HP = {P(X) - 1’9 constants) is generating in C(R2). It turns out that 
p(s) + )’ is very different. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let p(x) be a polynomial whose leading coej?cient is an 
integer. Then {x + y, p(x), constants) is not generating. 
COROLLARY. {p(x) + J’, constants} is not generating either. 
ProoJ: Let p be of degree k > 2 and let E be the sign of the leading coef- 
ficient of p (which is assumed to be an integer). We distinguish among the 
following three cases. 
(ljE=l: (2) E = - 1 and k is even, (3)s= -1adkisodd. 
In case (1) let A c C(R) consist of the constants and all the polynomials 
of positive degree with leading coefficient in the set N of positive integers. 
From the classical theory of Chebyshev (see, e.g., [L, p. 321) it follows that 
A is a closed subset of C(R). (The restriction of A to every interval Jc R 
of length 3 4 is closed in C(J).) It is clear that A separates points and that 
H = {x + JJ, p(x). constants > operates on A. 
As A # C(R), H is not generating. (Note that the same proof shows that 
A u {x+ y} is not generating.) In case (2), note that H= (p(x), x+ y, 
constants} is generating if and only if H* = { -p( -x), x + y, constants} 
is generating. (Apply Proposition 1 with r(x) = -x, X= Y= R). As 
case (1) applies to -p( -x), H is not generating. 
In case (3) we need a slightly more complicated test set A. Let A = 
lJI, _ r AI, where A _ I = the constants. 
AI = (polynomials of degree k’ with leading coefficients in ( - 1)’ N}. As 
in case (I), A is closed in C(R) and H = {p(x), x + J: constants} operates 
onA. 1 
TOPOLOGICAL VIEWPOINT OF APPROXIMATIOY ! r;a> &l,/ 
EXAMPLE. H= 1.x’ - y, constants )- is generating, by Theorem 6, while 
-H= ( -2 + y: constants) is not generating, by Pxposition 2. 
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